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Abstract

Since 2014, my work has navigated question of surface and through this search in order to
redefined conventional understandings of space. Often times, my imagery draws on architectural
infrastructure (such as construction sites and scaffolding), exposing the underlying structural
framework within these landscapes. Through the recent installation, I establish a correlation
between the bone/skeleton of the location to expose a more raw and unseen space, which is
present but never fully revealed.
In Google Earth, the camera eye traverses different surfaces from the urban streetscape to
the underground to the cosmos. Within this virtual landscape, glitches exist that are virtual
examples of this unseen space. What is usually an invisible representation of place now
becomes a dazzling and speculative puzzle that extends our perception of reality. My most
recent work is a video installation that uses traditional and digital media to place the viewer
within a projection of an unseen hypothetical space, existing between two and three dimensions.
This virtual navigation seems more real to me, causing my understanding of place to move away
from its physicality. Due to the appearances of glitches in the Google Earth system, I am
able to discover
temporal
failures
and
errors
that
are
reflected
within
the
process of mechanical reproduction, and I am fascinated with this new aesthetic. I have
become more curious about the randomness and repetition in this complex territory, as is
illustrated by the glitch. This can be as a characteristic of the digital system of reproduction,
but I use it as a lens for looking into our virtual and real worlds.

First of all, I am grateful to my family and friends who support for me for to
complete this thesis project for two years. Much of my practice would not
have been completed without the prayers and assistance of my parents.
I wish to express my sincere thanks to Andrew Raftery, Department of
Printmaking. I am extremely thankful and indebted to him for his expert, sincere and
valuable guidance and encouragement over the year and a half. Thank you so
much for forcing me to look at my research and practice in different ways and for
opening my mind. His support was essential to my success here.
I would also like to thank Alyson Ogasion, Department of Digital+Media, for serving
on my committee and taking time to talk with me on many occasions. The
conversation with Alyson was probably one of the most valuable times in my
RISD life. Her help in every aspect of my research was imperative to my
completion of this degree.
My appreciation also extends to Jonathan Weinberg. His indispensible
advice, information and support on different aspects of my project launched the
greater part of this dissertation. Sharing his knowledge and instruction allowed me
to view my work with more systematical approaches.
Thanks to Leah Wolff, for being so supportive with your patient and valuable
comments. Since we have been working from 2015, I am glad that you help me to
finish to the end of my RISD life.
Lastly, I would like to express my gratitude to Anne West at writing center,
Anthony Cokes, Maralie Armstrong at MCM department in Brown University, and
Jan Howard, PDP department in RISD Museum for providing me with unfailing
support and continuous encouragement throughout my years of study and through
the process of researching and productions of this thesis show.
Many thanks and appreciations also go to my colleagues and people who
have willingly helped me out with their abilities.
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1. Lamination of Reality
It's what is from here to over there, the airy in-between through which we pass to arrive at our daily
places. Physics we empirically know so well becomes an extension of ourselves. We confirm a
knowledge of real space in every deft moment we make, by countless reinforcements day after day,
hammering into our brains neurons what is real and what isn't. Real space is our natural cradle, our
true faith, our mystery, our evolution, our cosmos. For fictional space, the space of the
imagination, of stories and mythologies, other than metaphorically, we can't walk around in them.
Fantasy is the space where we speculate, puzzle, disrupt and bedazzle by wandering across the
1
real/unreal border.
- Stephen Nowlin : How ArtScience Doubts the Supernatural

(L) Captured image from Google Earth, Providence, RI, USA

(R) Captured image from Google Earth, Navigating 1, Single Channel Video, 3'24"

Lamination of Reality
This piece is a video installation that places the viewer in a hypothetical space within the
projected reality of Google Earth. When I was walking down the street, I suddenly
wondered what lies underneath me? Are the trash and sewage, once above ground,
now buried or hidden? This underground world does not show up on Google Earth, nor
can I see it when I walk down the street in "real time."

I am standing on the surface of physical reality. That is, on the street or ground. However,
once it turns to subterranean space as your cursor turns towards the underground, I
imagine it acquires a layered thickness, an accumulated mapping of endless histories, time,
spaces, transitions, and so on. Here exist compressed layers of life of which we may or
may not be aware. One by one, I excavate these layers, flipping them over, through
the digital language of Google Earth.
I find weird unexpected failures in Google Earth. These appear as digitized effects on the
computer screen. These can also be regarded as an infinite field of layered digital windows. By
exploring the delamination2 of reality in the Google Earth world, I see bizarre, creepy building
structures, often appearing nearly demolished, due to the insufficient information3 of certain
sites, and the irregular pattern of surfaces.

2 De lamination is a mode of failure for composite materials. I consider digitized images that are generated from

Captured image from Navigating 2, Single Channel Video, 3'56"
1 Stephen Nowlin, "How ArtScience Doubts the Supernatural." lnteralia Magazine. 2017.
<http://www. inte ra I ia mag. org/ em erging-ideas/ste phe n-nowl in-how-a rtscie nce-doubts-the-su pe rnatu ra I/>

Google Earth as de laminated or fragments layer of reality.
3 This is because Google Earth is made from the viewpoint of a car that has a built-in 360 degree camera
and street view trekker, and it collects images of place, aligns imagery to match each one to its geographic

location on the map. However, due to the feature of 3D place in real time and difficulties of combining

signals from sensors on the car that measures GPS, speed and direction, each apparatus won't sync well; it
generates the glitches unintentionally.
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Division, malfunction, destruction, failure: all these seemingly unrelated qualities from my
working process make me pay attention to the materiality of reality. In the material reality,
the density and impenetrability of every substance on the ground is intensified (accessible
yet impassable). This lies in direct opposition to the apparent nonmaterial nature of the
digital underground, which has mobility and flexibility but is intangible. In particular, I
show here the complex process that emerges that as we travel on the surface of digital
media. This process exposes as nonlinear the different weaves of time and folds of history.
At first glance, Google Earth looks like an abstract painting because of the uneven and
scrubbed surface, but it also has three-dimensional perspective as well. The coexistence of
these 2D and 3D worlds make me so confused.
(L)(R) Street view car and trekker, https://www.google.com/streetview/understand/
Discovering these visual effects on screen, I am fascinated by the fact that it is
supposed to be predictable in that it is created by a computer algorithm, but actually it is
an uncontrollable and unpredictable navigating system. Additionally, it is comprised of
physical place and site in real time, so it fosters confusion as to where I am
looking. Where am I located in between physical time and digital space? This process
opens me up to imagining the materiality of the real world, such as building, tree, street,
which are comprised of certain substances. Through the transition from digital to physical
world, they no longer exist since they do not have physical materiality.

(L) Captured from Google Earth, tree
(R) Captured from Google Earth, Street and partial building

Since I have a poor sense of direction, I have stuck to the Google Maps application on
my smart phone whenever I look for places to go in everyday life. As a result, I have
blurred the line between real place and virtual space.

(L) Footage of work process, juxtaposition of photo and Google Earth
(R) Footage of work process, Landscape and myself
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Envisioned as a hidden interstice, the boundary of the real/unreal is an unsecured
or unguaranted area. In "Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias"4, Michel Foucault
discusses "counter-sites" a kind of utopia in which real sites and all the other sites that can
be found within culture are simultaneously represented, congested, and inverted.
Foucault's insight illuminates my idea about the in-between space.
The illusions of in-between spaces infiltrate reality and are linked with all the others. It
is this disjunction between real and unreal that preoccupies my practice. The space where
I am navigating in transition from digital to real time and vice versa does not
belong to any dimension, but is a floating imaginative collection of surfaces of
projected reality. I assume that digital space itself creates such an expectation
in virtualized reality, which is not only structural, but always an abstract theoretical
phenomenon as well.
I imagine that the underground is the waste product from the world above. In other words,
the underworld space is made up the cast-off and outmoded remains of things, places,
people, techniques, and ideas for which physical and conceptual space no longer
exist in the world above. Yet because every element of it was once a part of the
world above, it maintains the power of that connection with its former meanings
recombined in unforeseen ways. As thresholds between above and below, thinking about
underground space piques my curiosity about unseen space.
To offer a general picture of this condition, I created Diagram 1. This tool becomes even
more crucial in this context since it opens space for critical interjections regarding the
present world. Error reveals not only a system's failure, but also its operational logic. In
other words, "glitches," or "errors" suggest possible routes to resistance. As Jonathan
Weinberg has suggested to me, by paying attention to the ways in which
the systems/algorithms break down in unforeseen ways, my work offers up
the possibility of escape from their regimens of categorization and order.
Exploring the error isn't just a matter of aesthetic pleasure or curiosity: it is a potential
path to freedom. In these moments, error is going astray, wandering from
intended destinations. In this respect, glitches provide creative openings and
reconceptualization of what can be acquired and lost via the layer of resistance.

Diagram 1. World systems - drawing in graphite, 2017
4 Michel Foucault, "Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias",
http://web.mit.ed u/a I la n mc/www/foucaultl. pdf, From: Arch itecture/Mouvement/Conti nu ite, October,
1984; ("Des Espace Autres," March 1967 Translated from the French by Jay Miskowiec)
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2. Crumpled Pieces in Thick Space - Installation, 2017
Aesthetics of Failure - Panic Architecture

The network society is governed by what Jean-Francois Lyotard defined more than thirty years ago as a
"logic of maximum performance"; a cybernetic ideology driven by dream of an error-free world of 100 percent
efficiency, accuracy, and predictability. Given the growing dominance of this ideology of informatics control,
error provides us with an important critical lens for understanding what it means to live within a network
society. Error reveals not only a system's failure, but also its operational logic. This logic of maximum
performance demands that error is either contained as predictable deviation, "capture", for example, by the
a/I-too-familiar error message of everyday life, or nullified as an outlying and signifying event. In these
moments, error is going astray, a wandering from intended destinations. In its 'failure to communicate",
error signals a path of escape from the predictable confines of informatics control: an opening, a virtuality, a
poiesis. Error can also signal a potential for a strategy of misdirection, one that invokes a logic of control to
create an opening for variance, play, and unintended outcomes. Error, as errant heading, suggests ways in
which failure, glitch, and miscommunication provide creative openings and lines of flight that allow for a
5
reconceptualization of what can (or cannot) be realized within existing social and cultural practice.
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Work in progress, digital images from Google Earth, 2017

5 Nunes, Mark, Error: Glitch, Noise, and Jam in New Media Cultures, New York, Bloomsbury, 2012, print
pp.3-4

q

Panic architecture is a term used to describe a participatory architecture that demands
6
compulsive interaction or attention.
In the digital realm, we are intermittently
interrupted from using multiple concurrent systems. For instance, you can deal with more
than two or three tasks simultaneously without much efforts in digital space. This reminds me
of visualizing the system of a digital panic world. Digital practice allows me to imagine
illogical space easily because digital space can be produced with little energy. Duplication of
windows, images and virtual reality causes unexpected results with automatic production,
and it creates new geography that are layers of infinite space between everyday
realities. In the meantime, the digital artifact from this system often appears as "weird"
or "incomprehensible," generating a level of connectivity between my imagination
and computational materiality of our real-time world.
I am drawn to encountering unexpected errors happening all of a sudden when I am surfing
the imaginative world in the digital realm. Within the reaction of shock, frustration, surprise and
fear, encountering glitches makes me reconsider existing values of material and
substances. The virtuality is amplified when I reinstate the error through the medium in
real time. The time in which I manipulate the interface between the error and audience by
using non-digital medium installation, such as sculpture, offset printing, and wall painting. I
consider this process to be not the answer to the problem, but one opens that possible
suggestions. I fish out the unpredictive and unseen possibilities of glitches in order to build
new aesthetics and experiences.
By navigating the digital surface and space, I evoke an invisible structure where I traverse
the systems of the world: online/offline, real/unreal and above/below. The idea of
structuring is based on nonhierarchical, non-dimensional, and intertwined replicas of
organic materials which cannot be justified in real time, but which become an illogical
space in my own inner logic. The intertwined structure is such a challenge because it gives
clues more than just the fact that it exists at all; being incoherent, images are both
automatically generated from copy to copy, and randomly appears as failure. By uncovering
the grain of computation in digital visual media, I gradually grasp its computational
materiality and identified its complexity along with glitches.

6 Panic Architecture

-An Illustrated Dictionary of Cyborg Anthropology. 2017.

<http://cargocollective.com/cyborg-anthropology/Panic-Architecture>
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Endless Replications in Work Process Reverse Perspective in Ever-Thickening and Thinning Space
Diagram 2 implies a basic structure that is the concept of my recent project. I refer to the
structure of the camera obscura with a mirror as a tool to indicate a way of seeing the
world. The mirror reflects the scene of real-time and projects it to the layer of reality. I consider
the mirror reflection as the gate to the world in-between, where the layers are piled from the
projected scene. The scene of real-time comes to a flat surface that captures tje
information of real-time in the way of photography, digital replication, and glitches.
Lamination of Reality - Crumpled Pieces of Paper is the work below showing that a pile of
layers can be printed out as a physical print of in-between space. Being printed
onto physical paper, it is fragile and transformed easily when it goes through
physical modification. This contrast is a weird moment in which real-time and digital realm fall
away from each other.
In Ever-Thickening and Thinning Space, the pile of paper is made via offset printing. This is
a kind of photolithography that is conducive to making high-volume prints. I made
six thousand sheets of eight different images produced during the work process, such
as captured images from Google Earth, Google Maps, and prompt editing images
in Photoshop. Additionally, with offset printing, it is possible to control the ink color
and quantity during the mechanical production, which makes it possible to produce prints
that are different from one another.

Diagram 2. Panic Architecture - the relationship between materiality in work process,
collage of pencil drawings and digital images

11

By considering the world as a reverse perspective from a mirror reflection, I manipulate
the viewpoint of seeing the world with projected images of digital space. Since the view of the
world comes
out
of
the
reflective
processes,
these
are
already
duplicated representations through reproductive processes such as a copy of copy
and doubled projections. People can take a piece of paper away one by one. I consider each
stack, made up of individual layers of duplicate prints to be a world inbetween, however,
the layers are going to be taken away by the viewers and placed somewhere else, creating
new layers and stacks. So, it is continuously undergoing a thickening, and thinning
process when it is exhibited. I make the viewer an accomplice in the making of work. I am
considering this engagement of the viewer not only through the interactive participation
in an art piece, but also an analogous to dissemination principle in digital practice. I
want the viewers who looks closely to be aware of the variety of different single images
but also the repeated pattern of remaining images. Moreover, by putting some of the prints
on the wall, I show the transition of certain images as they are reproduced in different color
palettes.
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Circulation from Image to Object.
Since my investigation of image and object is more about my personal experience of
moving from a digital flat screen to physical space, I want to talk about my perception of
the print and object. If a piece of paper contains an image, once it is deliberately collected
and organized as a pristine stack of paper, it begins to assume the presence of a rectangular
minimalistic object.
The Physicality of a print is a piece of paper, which is fragile and being destroyed
easily. In general, the objects and their environment are usually broken down into
collections of more primitive elements, each of which has a location in space, a size,
and a shape.
Because I create a high volume of prints, and put them on the wall and floor to
make different works, each piece of work has its own conversation with the space
where it is placed. My first curiosity of glitches has expanded to include the
concept of the relationship of the digital image and the object.

(L) Lamination of Reality- Crumpled Pieces of Paper, ll"x17"(each), offset printing, 2017
(R) Ever-Thickening and Thinning Space, ll"x17"x36", offset printing, 2017

Lamination of Reality- Crumpled Pieces of Paper, detail, 2017
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Transiting Across Materialities

If a glitch arises out of a digital surface, I accept that the glitch acts as a friction between digital
and physical reality. I take pleasure in materializing in three dimensions this image
phenomenon that occurs on the screen. When glitches arise, for example, in Google Earth
there is a suspended quality of realistic images living alongside floating shapes, which shape
over a photographed landscape. Curiosity provokes me to question and construct in real time
what appears in this digital space. This process allows me dwell in a "between" condition and to
imagine the physical modifications that arise as one moves through digital space into physical
reality.

Although offset printing is inevitably made mechanically using a press, I can still control
the quantity and color gradient of ink during the work process. The digital print, also to be
held in our hands, is the physical offshoot of non-materiality from digital space. I have
been considering in my practice the unsubstantial or subliminal understanding of the
alterations offered by virtual reality as they are translated into the real time world.
The work consciously resists the mechanistic nature of the digital print by bringing
it into the space of sculpture and installation. For Lamination of Reality - Crumpled
Piece 1, I use aluminum panels to make sculptural forms that look like crumpled pieces of
paper. I display organic materials such as a pile of sand and rocks in order to contrast
different kinds of materiality. Because I want to evoke the unrealistic presence of
glitches in real time, I contrast the industrial and artificial substances with the
organic. My goal is to manifest an uncanny aesthetic of the glitches that I experience
in digital renderings of the physical real world.
Finished - Unfinished

Making - Un-making

Artificial -Non-artificial
Conventional - Unconventional
Create -Cannot be created
Tangible -intangible
Physical - Non-physical
Controlled-Uncontrolled
Organic -Non-organic
Given -unspecified
Normal -Abnormal
Familiar -Unfamiliar
New -Old
Construction -De-construction
Shape -Unshaped
Art -Non-art

Diagram 4. Pair concept for materiality in between digital world and real time

Lamination of Reality- Crumpled Piece 1-ACP, 48"x24", 60"x15", spray and digital print, 2017
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By traversing the dynamic network of spaces, I experience the world through
precarious interspaces which transform my common perception of everyday life. I am
drawn to how these systems work, which for me represents larger processes of control and
regimentation. However, it breaks down when they are used at the same time. The system
creates all kinds of failures, which underline the fictive nature of the virtual, and I am
exploring the nature of digital and non-digital with mirror reflection to physicalize "other
space".
Photography is a trigger for exploration, which is being in the circulation of representation
and reproduction systems - photographs, digital images, software, printing processes, the
physicality of print, and digital manifestation again is conceived and built as a set with
photographs. For example, I present my installation as photography, not an actual work
unless people are in the show in person. And I thought about the way of presenting in
terms of difference between photographed work and real work. In the meantime, I have
become more interested in exploring the representation process in my work process. I
designed the world that composed of images to facilitate its own sublimation from the material
world into the digital image.
As an artist who reacts to the current environment that I have been exposed to, I would
like to create my own world, which is related to what Artie Vierkant calls "a world inherently
informed by ubiquitous authorship, the development of attention as currency, the collapse of
physical space in networked culture, and the infinite reproducibility and mutability of digital
7
material." I believe representations work to reform highly altered descriptions of reality,
which focus on perception of the body, material, time and space.

7

Lamination of Reality- Crumpled Piece 2,3 -ACP,spray and digital print, dimensions variable, 2017
1R

Artie Vierkant, The Image Object Post-Internet, http://jstchillin.org/artie/vierkant.html, 2010
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3. Research of Unseen Space, 2013-2016
Physical Surface of Architectural State
I would like to speak about my previous work, which embodies linear relationship with
current interest. Since 2013, I have been interested in leveraging architectural imagery with
mixed media to offer different aesthetic viewpoints of and perspective on urban landscapes.
Born and raised in Seoul in the late 1980s, I experienced the city's dramatic
modernization. The transformation led to an endless tussle between destruction and
preservation of the old as it paved way for the new, and a collision of the extremes:
building vs. demolition, construction vs. de-construction, and preservation vs. renovation.
This process combines the discipline of painting in two-dimensional pictorial space with the
new application of three-dimensional imagery by warping the traditional dimensions and
conventional perspectives.

Interior and Exterior/ part of Artist Book Series
These two images indicate the work process well in terms of planning up to installation
through drawing and printmaking(R), then it turns into the installation(L). After the
experience of field work outside, I brought construction material such as scaffoldings, bricks,
and wood to reconstruct the interior and exterior space in the studio. Particularly, screen
printing encourages me to understand layering by using multiple screens, which can be
regarded as a 3D perspective. The elements of pictorial space such as perspective,
balance, composition, and color that I am familiar with through the language of my painting
practice are applied and expanded to these 2D and 3D practices. Because of analyzing
basic concepts of form that may be overlooked in my previous practices, I came to think
in-depth about the physicality of spatiality, formative concerns of color, and the materials by
printmaking methodologies and installation practices.

(L) Field Work, paint and tape installation, dimensions variable, 2013
(R) Interior and Exterior, mixed media installation, dimensions variable, 2014
The works are views of scaffolding that indicates order and disorder as a form of art. I
entered the abandoned building in Seoul, South Korea 2013, and tried to excavate hidden
structure of building with tape, and paint pattern. Field work The geometrical and graphic
characteristics of scaffolding structures in a Seoul, construction site made me excited to
pursue architectural experience, which is deeply associated with my current experiments that
collect architectural images and excavate the structures that do not show up at first
appearance. Considering the aesthetic viewpoint in building structures and urban landscape
for my subject matter is important to my process since it discloses my background of painting
within two dimensional space and the way of applying images in three- dimensional space for
exploring perspective, and lack thereof simultaneously.
7()

(L) Artist Book Series, 12"x36"(each), mixed media on paper, 2014
(R) Blueprints, 12"x12"(each), screenprinting and spray on aluminum, 2013
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Projected Surface of Unseen Space
This idea makes me think about how to approach materiality as a surface condition, such as
the texture of wall, floor, ceiling, and how to link it to the drawing aspect, which is a mark on
a page, and an action in time and space.

Unseen Space

Unsubstantial Space, mixed media installation, dimensions variable, 2015
Tension of the Wall, mixed media installation, dimensions variable, 2015
The ways I express things are influenced by the constant environmental and cultural shift
in my surroundings. I participated in the Anderson Tower View Residency program in
Redwing, MN , in 2015. They gave me studio space and allowed me to use the exterior
yard, so that I was able to create the installation both inside and outside.
With screenprinting, I use the completed print as part of an installation with tape and
string as means to a three- dimensional way of drawing. Tension of the wall By dragging
the strings from the wall, I draw attention to the tension of the physical surface of the wall as a
field of big drawing frame. Additionally, I bring out the artificial light and shadow in the room
in order to experiment with formal conditions of spatiality and drawing perspective. Using
industrial material and art supplies simultaneously, it provided flexibility for the next project.
From previous work where I dealt with the superposition of scaffolding, I question how space
manifests itself on the surface of different medium. In thinking about space, the architect Le
Corbusier wrote that "architect being ... the magnificent play of masses brought together in
light, the task of the architect is to vitalize the surfaces which clothes these masses"

8

8 Bruno, Giuliana. Surface: Matters of Aesthetics, Materiality, and Media. Chicago: U of Chicago, 2016. Print.p3
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Surface Study, mixed media installation, dimensions variable, 2015
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Imaginative Beholding - Collaborative Work

Historical Vision of Providence, digital collage, dimensions variable, 2016

Space in Transition, video projection and wall painting, dimensions variable, 2016
Since I came to RISD in 2015, I have tried to fabricate architectural images in order to
explore shifting landscapes and cultures by reacting to the certain places in Providence.
Deviating from my previous work that focused on the aesthetic surface of space, I tried to
pursue the unseen space, which is present, but never fully revealed. I would like to capture
this unfinished state and challenge the conventional understanding of space in terms of
its physical condition, history, and transformation.

Jaehong Chung(MLA 2017) and I researched historical events, urban conditions, and
architectural building style over the historical period of Providence to trace the history of
transition. We aimed to understand how people adapted to the city and we learnd about
the transition of building styles over time to figure out the origin of New England
architectural history. Historical Vision of Providence is a digital image and photo collage
research project. We roamed around in Providence and observed that there were a lot of
historical urban contexts in an under-utilized areas. Also, there were various historical
archives like the city archive in Providence, a historical preservations and heritage
commission. We concluded that archival materials can strengthen our understanding of the
history and context of Providence architecture and the possibility of future creative
production.The collaborative project was connected to the local community in terms of
planning, restoration of historical sites, and city development directly and indirectly.

I collected information of a certain site in Providence, such as blueprint, renovated history
from the planning department in the City of Providence, and the architectural feature of
ornament. In order to overlap the collected information, I used video projections on top of a
wall painting. By focusing on an unconventional way of seeing, I traced out the history of
space as unveiling the surface of architecture such as blueprints, transitions of
buildings over time, and historical archives.
This experience made me want to research about the history of specific sites in
Providence in a systematic way. I started to work with architecture students in RISD.
Having worked with a different discipline, I wanted to broaden my perspective in terms of
different learning outcomes, unexpected products from the process, and historical aspects of
architecture.

74

(L) Providence Architectural Style from 16 Century to Present
(R) Guideline for installation (Final outcome)
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The Zone of Zero Probability

Unseen Space, wood strips, wall painting and found object, dimensions variable, 2016
After the collaboration with Jaehong in Spring 2016, I participated in a summer residency
program at Vermont Studio Center. Since I was fascinated with the historical remnants of
certain sites, I collected information about vernacular architectural features in Vermont.
Unseen Space is composed of wood strips, wall painting, and found objects to embody the
hidden structure in imaginative space based on actual historical information. I used the
found objects, abandoned furniture found at a construction site to uncover the hidden
relationship between space and object. I used wood strips to invoke the skeletal structure
of the space and to trace the transition from past to present.
Additionally, this project allowed me to realize that the process of documenting granted me
new perspective. Since the actual work would be difficult to display across many locations, I
needed to show my work as a photo. I used a strong flashlight to make shadow to confuse
between what is the actual work, and what is shadow, light and painting. This was an
important process that made me think about representation tools such as photographs and
digital platforms, as well as visual art installations.

Unseen Space, UV light, threat, and found object, dimensions variable, 2016
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Intangible Space, 22"x30", intaglio and chine-colle, 2016
The title The Zone of Zero Probability is an ironic phrase that implies "too many
possibilities to choose from." Once I captured glitches or system failures in Google Earth,
I projected images on the wall to overlap with wall paintings. Moreover, hanging
wooden pieces in front of the projection creates shadows, so that it adds another illusion
of image. The work has become more complicated with shadow and object pieces, and
I take pictures of reflection from mirrors. Documented photographs from the
installation undergo the intaglio process to make a manipulated print reproduction.
By cut-copy-pasting images from the photo, I construct the imaginative space from
the installation, and it allows me to explore the circular relationship between actual
work,
documentation,
and
subsequent
creations
derived
from
that
documentation.

The Zone of Zero Probability, Video projection and wall painting, dimensions variable, 2016
7R
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By cut-copy-pasting images from the photo, I construct the imaginative space from
the installation, and it allows me to explore the circular relationship between actual
work,
documentation,
and
subsequent
creations
derived
from
that
documentation.

The Zone of Zero Probability, Video projection and wall painting, dimensions variable, 2016
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These are from fragments of my notes.

Included are some of informal phrases or even just some keywords that I was playing around with as I made this video work.

I will introduce my recent video series below.

4. Lamination of Reality - Video Diaries, 2017

I establish my physical presence within the first scene by stepping on the street, the camera skims under the surface.

I have been taught that the Earth and universe are supposed to be like th is, in terms of scale, distance, shape and so
on.
So, as an artist, I truly believe the universe is this way. - However, what if I consider the universe as the meditative
space between reality and virtuality.
I was even scared to see the virtual cosmos in Google Maps when my cursor went all the way to the bottom of a
building.
What is going on below my feet .... ?

#4
#5

#6
#7

Lamination of Reality - Surface, detail shot, single channel video, 2017

SAT, FEB 11, 2017

Inspiration: I have never seen the universe in person, but only through scientific media and photo images.

#3

#2 The frame changes as an image of the universe and the rotating Earth appears wh ere I sync - cut to - and back to
sync to interact with shots of subterranean space in Google Earth. Traversing space, moving from street level to
cosmos.

#1

Lamination of Reality - Surface , 2017

I establish my physical presence within the first scene by stepping on the street, the camera skims under the surface.

I have been taught that the Earth and universe are supposed to be like this, in terms of scale, distance, shape and so on.
So, as an artist, I truly believe the universe is this way. - However, what if I consider the universe as the meditative space
between reality and virtuality.
I was even scared to see the virtual cosmos in Google Maps when my cursor went all the way to the bottom of a building.
What is going on below my feet .... ?

#4
#5

#6
#7

Lamination of Reality - Surface, detail shot, single channel video, 2017

SAT, FEB 11, 2017

Inspiration: I have never seen the universe in person, but only through scientific media and photo images.

#3

#2 The frame changes as an image of the universe and the rotating Earth appears where I sync - cut to - and back to
sync to interact with shots of subterranean space in Google Earth. Traversing space, moving from street level to cosmos.

#1

Lamination of Reality - Surface , 2017
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